
Virtual Mortimer Medical Practice PPG meeting held on 29 April 2021 
 

Appointment Figures  We have had 3773 appointments booked (01 April-29 
 Apr), data shows 91 appointments were classed as DNA’s which is 2.4%.  
Since last meeting 25-Feb – 29 April 8471 appointments offered and 186 
 DNAs which is 2.2%  
 

Green Impact- Practice moving towards not using plastic bags but strong 
enough paper alternatives need to be scoured for prescriptions. Gene Clark 
will be undertaking a Green Impact Environmental Course. Cloth towels are 
being replaced by paper towels in the kitchen areas. 
 

COVID Vaccination Programme  COVID update 2nd dose vaccines delivered 
 with 3 days’ notice so clinics had to be scheduled extremely quickly. Over 40s 
 can now book a vaccine via the NHS website. They will access their 
 vaccinations at the various NHS mass vaccination sites in Herefordshire/  
Shropshire and Worcestershire. To book an appointment call 119 or visit the 
NHS website to book a vaccination. This allows GPs in the HUB to 
 concentrate on the over 50 and clinically extremely vulnerable second jabs. 
 

Practice News Staff Update  

 Dr Morgan Cadman –Davies started as Dr Dales replacement on 1st 
March 2021  

 Charlotte Goodwin Practice nurse has resigned her post. 

 Jane Goodman retires from her post as receptionist at the end of June.  
 

Questions from patients 
1. When the practice sends out a text reminder for a GP telephone 
 consultation, it reminds you the date and “AT” whichever surgery. This is 
 causing confusion and some patients have travelled to the said surgery. 
 Could it be made clearer that it is not a surgery consultation. 
 

Answer: Gene informed the group this is an automated reply, which 
cannot be switched off. 
 

2. For many years the practice has had an experienced GP (Dr Gray) who 
was able to recognised skin lesions and treat them now that he has retired 
what will happen to this service? 

 

Answer: Dr Black informed the group that the Clinical Commissioning 
Group (CCG) paid for Dr Gray to undertake a specialist course to be 
able to carry out this work. The CCG has no further funding for this. All 
doctors have the skill to look as such lesions and refer onto secondary 
care Dermatology Department. 
 

3. A number of patients have asked how long is the current situation of not 
being able to visit a GP unless it is an emergency going to last? Some 
patients have said that receptionists are triaging them and they would rather a 
nurse. 
 

Answer: Dr Black explained the practice is following NHS guidelines 
and everyone has to be triaged before a face-to-face appointment is 
made. Locally the GP’s are seeing as many people as they can. 
Surgery visits take longer because of extra time needed to deep clean 
consulting rooms after each patient. 



 

4. Sending photos to the surgery 
 

Answer: Photos only to be sent to the surgery after a telephone 
consultation with a doctor/nurse who has requested them. A link would 
be sent via reception, which is to use to upload and send photo. 
 

5. Request from specialist nurse to change medication via patients ringing 
surgery and having to wait 3 weeks to speak to a GP. 

 

Answer: Dr Black explained doctors would need a letter from the nurse 
or consultant or email to enable this to happen. Letters from the 
hospital via secretaries can take weeks to be received due to the 
current situations. The specialist/Consultant can email the surgery.  

 

6. Will patients ever have a designated doctor who they will see each time as 
in “The old days” 
 

Answer: Everyone does have a designated GP, However we allow the 
patient to choose the doctor they would prefer. This may not be the 
case for patients who request an ‘on the day’ appointment of their 
preferred doctor is on leave or out of the surgery. Jeanne Wood 
informed the meeting that a patient’s repeat prescription would have 
the designated doctor on them.  

 

7. Normal waiting time for doctors to ring if requested. 
 

Answer: Dr Black it is variable but appointments are released daily. 
Emergencies same day. So may be worth trying each morning but 
remembering to cancel future appointments if you manage to get an 
appointment on the day.  

 

Any Other Business -   
a. Dr Black would like to make the following plea:  the Practice is very 
stretched at the moment. We are asking everyone for their patience, Doctors 
are working longer as are the other staff.  While the HUB is operating, we 
supply 3-4 staff per clinic, which includes doctor’s nurses and admin. We staff 
this by people volunteering on their days off, weekends annual leave and 
releasing them form their daily duties at the Practice. A lot more work is 
coming from secondary care as their waiting lists grow. Everyone is working 
hard to see/contact patients as quickly as possible. There has also been an 
increase in abuse to staff noted; those people will receive a letter from the 
practice manager as unacceptable.   
 

b. It will take several months before the surgeries will be working normally 
again ie booking appoints on line or via telephone.  

  
c. Fiona Harper would like to thank the PPG for their ongoing support. 
END CM PPG Rep. Lingen Parish. 


